What type of train
is it you want to
decarbonise?

How do you
decarbonise rail
transport?
(Train Perspective)

(assumes the train
that runs currently
is diesel)

Many trains still run on diesel. Depending on the
type of service and where on the network a train will
run, different alternatives exist. This diagram seeks
to explain what those alternatives are, and how and
where they could be deployed.
This is the counterpart to the Network Perspective
diagram - that explains what lines to electrify and
how, and this explains what trains to buy.
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could have European or even global applicability.
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A passenger train

It runs really often, it
has lots of carriages
and passengers, or it
has a speed of
>160km/h

It runs seldom, it has
few carriages or
passengers, or it has
a speed of <160km/h

It runs on
mostly electrified
track already

It runs seldom, or it
has few wagons

Is it just low speed
and short range
sidings or loading
areas that are not
electrified?

<80km

Can you easily get
Green hydrogen?

Yes

It runs really often, or
it has lots of wagons

How long is the route
to a terminus station
that is electrified, or to
an electrified section
en route?

>80km

A shunter or
maintenance train

A freight train

No

Yes

Of course you might
have a line with
quite a lot of both
passengers
and freight

No

Buy hydrogen
multiple units

Yes

No

This would be
something like a
locomotive for a
maintenance train,
but where - due to
the maintenance
work - no regular
electrification is
available

This would be a
shunter in a
marshalling yard, or
for freight movements
on a railway at a port
- locomotive can
return to a depot
easily

Can you easily get
Green hydrogen?

If so, you know
what to do!

You have a hard
decision to make

Build hydrogen
delivery and fuelling
infrastructure

Does this need long
range / autonomy?

No

Yes

If there's no option
other than buying
new, buy a dieselbattery hybrid
locomotive

Buy a hydrogen
locomotive

Hard. There are no
really viable options
here right now

Build fast chargers at
terminus stations, or
electrification islands

Buy battery electric
multiple units

Put up electric
overhead wires, buy
regular electric trains

Buy an electric
locomotive with a last
mile diesel or last
mile battery module
for sidings and
loading areas

Consider drop-in /
alternative fuels for a
diesel locomotive as
an interim solution

Stick with a diesel
locomotive for now

Buy a battery-electric
locomotive

